The GMS band
maintains social distancing
staying six feet
apart and covering the instrument’s bell
with its own
mask.
Photo by Brenda Fiegen
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Two developing COVID vaccines
proven to be strongly effective
by Rebekah Roth
staff writer

Graph from the New York Times

Over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
world’s top physicians and scientists have been looking for a cure or vaccine to possibly eliminate the
threat of the virus. Two companies, Moderna and
Pfizer-BioNTech, have released information on their
developing vaccines that are proven to be strongly
effective against COVID-19.
Pfizer-BioNTech executed a study of their vaccine with 43,538 participants, 42% of which had diverse backgrounds, but no known serious safety concerns. This vaccine has been discovered to have an efficacy rate of over
90%, which is a drastically larger percentage compared to the influenza vaccine which has an efficacy rate of only
52%. In current evaluation, only 164 of the trial participants contracted COVID-19.
On November 9, Dr. Albert Bourla, the Pfizer Chairman and
CEO stated, “Today is a great day for science and humanity. The
first sets from our Phase 3 COVID-19 vaccine trial provides the
initial evidence of our vaccine’s ability to prevent COVID-19. We
are reaching this critical milestone in our vaccine development
program at a time when the world needs it most, with the infection rates setting new records, hospitals nearing over-capacity,
and economies struggling to open.”
Dr. Bourla continued by saying, “With today’s news, we are a
significant step closer to providing people around the world
with a much-needed breakthrough to help bring an end to this
global health crisis. We look forward to sharing additional efficacy and safety data generated from thousands of participants in
the coming weeks.”
A week later, Moderna announced another highly effective
vaccine in the works; mRNA-1273. Conducting a patient study of
30,000, the vaccine was found to be 94.5% effective in minimizing the risk of COVID-19 infection. In the trial so far, only 95 cases of coronavirus have been confirmed among participants.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, observed that so far, having two
early estimates of vaccine efficacy is better than what he had
anticipated.
Dr. Fauci has often said that a COVID-19 vaccine that is at
least 70-75% effective would be satisfactory. “Honestly, I would
not have expected that. I thought that was too much to hope
for,” he stated, concerning the efficacy rate of the Pfizer and
Moderna vaccines.
While the trials of both vaccines have exceeded the expectations and requirements of many health professionals, experts
warn that, typically, vaccines have a reduced performance in the
real world compared to in vaccine studies. Still, data is being
recorded for both vaccines, and very limited details are publicly
available.
Fact sheet created by Rebekah Roth
Moderna has a $1.525 billion contract in order to supply the
U.S. with 100 million vaccine doses. The contract also allows the U.S. government to purchase an additional 400 million vaccine doses if necessary.
Both vaccines are still under further analysis and are not available to the public. Currently, neither vaccine has
been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and neither is being distributed among U.S. citizens.

New face to the website
You may have
noticed a little
change when
logging on to
the school website. An update
went into effect
early this week.
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This Week’s
Need to Know
FACT OF THE WEEK: The first
Thanksgiving was held in 1621. It
was a three-day feast between the
Wampanoag tribe and colonists.
LIFE HACK OF THE WEEK:
For extra fluffy mashed potatoes,
add a little baking powder.
JOKE OF THE WEEK: Why didn’t
the turkey eat anything for supper?
BRAINTEASER OF THE WEEK: Solve
this rebus
puzzle.
Answers to
joke and
brainteaser are on the bottom.

Upcoming Events
Monday, November 23
- Girls basketball practice begins
Wednesday, November 25
- No School—Thanksgiving Break
Thursday, November 26
- Happy Thanksgiving!
- No School—Thanksgiving Break
Friday, November 27
- No School—Thanksgiving Break

Worth Mentioning
MULTIMEDIA class continues to
push out new content via multiple
platforms. In addition to creating
great graphics to run on our Alliance Channel, they’ve successfully
kept their Garretson Tech YouTube
channel going (most recently an
interview with SRO McGlothlen
and a “Who Made That Noise” video) as well as their Blue Dragon
Buzz podcast. Check out the latest.
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UCv5zIYEMx3z6tcLF4_SttkQ
Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/
show/1zYLAdNYxJiYi1pPbsMQST

SCHOOL SPIRIT STORE The new
store is open now through Sunday,
November 29. It features specific
winter sports like wrestling and
basketball as well as general Blue
Dragon gear. You can order by
clicking this link: https://
garrestsonwinter2020.itemorder.com/sale

The website has changed to a brighter look (above) from the previous change that happened
a few years back (left).

JOKE: Because he was already stuffed

-

BRAINTEASER: Knock on Wood

COUNTDOWN TO BREAK: 5 Days
Next break is November 25
through 29 —Thanksgiving break.
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Music to our ears, but a sight of social
American
distancing GHS/GMS perform first concert in eight months Education
by Peyton Hove
staff writers

Sing your heart out, play with
all you got, but don’t forget your
mask. The Garretson middle and
high school band and choir had
concerts this past Tuesday night,
November 17, but in COVID
style. With multiple adjustments, the choir and band put
on a great performance.
This year, the GHS choir and The high school choir is required to wear masks and regulate social distancing while performing. They sang four
band added new precautionary songs on Tuesday night with middle school singing four as well.
Photo by Peyton Hove
steps to control the spread of
COVID-19 in the performing arts both in the classroom choir sang in the old gym and ending the night was the
and in front of an audience, one being masks are re- high school band in the new gym at 8:30pm.
quired at all times while singing, and when one is not
“I think it went amazing. It was a great display of how
playing their instrument. To help, Mr. Sitting and the hard our students have worked this year and coming toband moved to the gym for more work space and Mrs. gether and performing music in front of a live audience
Brown and the choir migrated to the band room.
which was a really big accomplishment this year. And
“Overall, I think this year has been better than a lot of they rocked it,” exclaimed choir teacher, Mrs. Brown.
people have expected. For choir, it was a struggle at first
The high school and middle school band and choir will
with wearing masks but we’ve gotten used to it. As for perform another Christmas concert on December 14
the band, it’s difficult to hear your colleagues in your sec- (TBD). As for the elementary, grades 3-5 will have a contion when you’re six feet apart, but we still find a way to cert on Friday, December 4 at 2:00pm, with a requireget through it,” stated senior choir and band member, ment of no more than four people in attendance per stuMattea Fiegen.
dent and masks as well.
The concerts showed the audience insight into what
While this year has been a whirlwind of the unknown,
the students experience everyday in class. Each student a live concert was a big accomplishment for the Garretwore their mask and kept socially distant.
son community. COVID may take away half of their face
The layout of the night was different from typical con- (masks), but it didn’t take away the Garretson band and
certs. The middle school choir concert started off the choir’s talent.
night in the old gym at 6:30pm followed by the middle
school band in the new gym. At 8:00pm the high school

Week
This week Garretson School District was one of many schools celebrating American Education Week,
which always falls the week prior to
Thanksgiving.
Garretson started each day this
week thanking a different group of
staff members for what they do to
contribute to the education of all the
students here including the teachers,
administrators, counselors, librarian,
nurses, custodians, lunch staff, bus
drivers, therapists, administrative
assistants, and business manager.
Additionally dress up days were
available throughout the week, with
the overwhelming majority of teachers taking part in them.
- Monday: Blue Dragon Day
- Tuesday: Alma Mater/College Day
- Wednesday: Reversal Day (dress
like a student or students dress like
the teacher)
- Thursday: Superhero Day
- Friday: Choose Kind Day

Education on the Electoral College

A brief explanation and history of the way the US chooses their president

by Lacey Lumpkin
staff writer
The Electoral College was formed
in 1804 in the Constitution by the
Founding Fathers, who argued that
Congress should pick the president,
while others wanted a democratic
popular vote; their compromise resulted in the Electoral College.
Every Election Day, in every state,
people cast votes for the person
they want to be president. The votes
tell the electors of that state who to
vote for.
The candidate that gets 270 electoral votes becomes the president,
but the former president has to
acknowledge that he has lost the
election before the elected candidate can become president.
The Electoral College system gives
each state a specific number of
votes. Each state gets two votes for
their two senators, plus one vote for
each member of Congress.
In December on the first Monday
after the second Wednesday, the
electors from the 50 states gather in
their state capitols, and vote for
president. The candidate that gets
the most votes from the Electoral
College wins. The election is not certified until January 6th.
If no one can decide on who’s
president, the House of Representatives will vote with each state having

Today, being Choose Kind Day, if you walk the halls,
you’ll see quite a few teachers wearing their Choose
Kind shirts including Garretson’s wonderful fourth
grade teachers Lauren Stoterau and Liz Etrheim.

Thank you Blue Dragon Staff for all
that you do every day, even the
smallest of actions make a difference. And thank you students for
making it so enjoyable for the staff to
come to work every day.
one vote.
Tony Johnson, Garretson’s middle
school history teacher said, “I think
that the biggest strength of the Electoral College is that, without it, candidates would probably spend most
of their time campaigning in large
population centers while ignoring
the middle of the country.
I think that the biggest weakness
is that the ‘winner take all’ approach
makes many people feel like their
vote for President doesn't really
count. For example, if you're a Republican living in California or a
Democrat living in Wyoming, there's
practically zero chance that your
candidate will win that state. Losing

by one vote or by a million makes no
difference within the state. The
main reason for people to vote in
those areas is for local and state
elections.
I do think that we should get rid
of the whole exercise of sending actual people to the Electoral College. You could keep the system,
and just get rid of that part. Getting
rid of this step would avoid the problem of ‘faithless electors’ (people
sent to the Electoral College who
don't vote the way they pledged). It
seems an unnecessary and outdated
thing that might one day lead to a
real problem in the event of an extremely close election.”

Blue Dragon
Social Media
Keep in touch with what is happening in the school and with our
Blue Dragon athletics.
SCHOOL: @GHSBlueDragons
FOOTBALL: @BlueDragonFB
VOLLEYBALL: @BlueDragonVB
SOCCER: @GarretsonSoccer
BOYS BASKETBALL: @BlueDragonBBB
GIRLS BASKETBALL: @BlueDragonHoops

GOLF: @ghs_golf2017
You can also follow the Blue Ink
on snapchat at ghs_blueink.
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Wrestling goes ahead despite the pandemic
Adjustments to the winter sports seasons necessary to give competitions a chance
by Oliviyah Thornton
staff writer
With recommendations given by
South Dakota Activity’s Association
to help keep athletes safe, wrestling season can commence despite
recent numbers in Covid-19 going
up.
Safety recommendations
· Tournaments
One major rule change will be
the number of athletes able to go.
They will not allow more than 112
athlete boys to wrestle at any tournaments. With there being 14 weight classes and putting 8 kids in each weight class, that will be 112. No tournament is
allowed more than 12 teams but they can have more than 12 as long as the
number of boys wrestling does not succeed 112.
For girls who are participating, tournaments can not have more than 24 girls.
With this plan in place, the Activity’s Association is just limiting the number of
athletes who can participate in a tournament.
Another recommendation is that schools limit the number of staff people
and/or managers they may bring. With this, they also encourage that schools
do not send their cheerleaders to tournaments, but each tournament can
make those decisions themselves.
“For example, we have a tournament coming up real early. Cheerleaders
can not attend. We will follow the wishes of that tournament,” Mr. Kevin
Steckler, the High School teacher, and athletics planner give his example of
what it would like and why they wouldn’t allow cheerleaders to come.
Wrestlers will also be encouraged when going to tournaments, bring multiple uniforms, so that they will be able to change between each match.
Taking into consideration the Activity’s Association recommendations, Garretson still has a plan of their own. They will have all the necessities/supplies
needed such as the towels, wipes, hand sanitizer, sanitizing spray, and cleaning supplies to help clean the mats that Garretson will provide for their athletes.
Wrestlers will be encouraged when going to tournaments to bring multiple
uniforms so that they will be able to change between each match. Garretson
plans on making this a part of their plan as well.
The Activity Association recommends either limit the number of fans to
come or not allow any at all.
Mr. Steckler gives his explanation of why this rule would be implemented.
“From that standpoint, wrestling is just a little different than our other winter
sports. For example, a tournament can last all day and these athletes need to

have a place to socially distance.”
Garretson has yet to make a decision yet regarding if fans will be able to
attend or not. For right now, they plan to wait and see how other tournaments and quads tackle these issues and see what has worked and what hasn’t. Based on the information gathered, they will then decide on what they
think will be the best way to host these events in Garretson.
Those are just several recommendations that the Activity Association made
for tournaments.
· Practices
The Association recommends that when practicing put kids in groups of 4
or pods that can have 5, 6,7 kids, etc, and having one coach work with each
pod. Therefore if a COVID case did occur, only the kids in that pod and that
one coach would be affected instead of the whole team.
Those decisions will be left to be made by the coaches in either putting the
athletes in pods or allowing all the coaches to work with all of the athletes.
“Our coaches understand if they work with all of our kids and somebody
comes down with covid, then that will take them out. They will be considered
at close contact and they will all be affected. That is something we have discussed with our coaches and they will have to make that decision.”
With these concerns in mind, Mr. Bohl, the High school math teacher, and
wrestling coach explains his plans for his team, “Our practices are going to be
in smaller pods to eliminate the individual contact with other athletes. The
coaching staff has a long checklist that we will abide by. We are going to do
our best to keep our athletes and fans safe during the pandemic.”
Garretson still plans on implementing social distancing as much as possible
and enforcing wearing masks when possible and continuously communicating
with their athletes to make the right decisions when they are not in the school
building.
“Our athletes have to ask themselves what’s important. ‘Is my season important and if it is, I am going to have to make some concessions.’ It might not
seem fair but that is just the nature of where we are right with COVID-19 so
we continue to talk to our kids about this. Please make good choices. We
hope that with these guidelines that we are going to be able to have a full
season. I guess we will see,” Mr. Steckler gives some words of wisdom to the
wrestlers.
Mr. Steckler continues and gives his opinion on wrestling and how this process may be difficult, “It’s going to be interesting because of the nature of
wrestling. I mean wrestling is unlike any other sport because of the close body
contact that will take place for 2-minute segments, 3 times each match when
you wrestle somebody. And let’s say you are at a quad, you could wrestle
three times. A tournament you could wrestle four times. The close nature of
body contact, wrestling is just a whole different monster when you come
compared to other sports.”

Continued on page 4

Peace, people, and Pipestone

A look at local gems and their contributions to Native American history

by Camas Johnston
staff writer
The Pipestone Quarry is often called “The Crossroads of the Indian World”.
Native tribes would come from all over to quarry the sacred pipestone or catlinite that is hidden underground.
The stone in Pipestone is used to make peace pipes that the tribes use in
ceremonies. Today Tribal people still come from all over to quarry the stone.
Only tribal people that are enrolled in a tribe are allowed to quarry and need
a special permit, but at the moment the waiting list is a couple years long.
In Pipestone the quarries are located at the Pipestone National Monument.
This small park has a walking trail going around a mostly restored prairie. The
visitor center usually has demonstrations of pipe carving, but this year everything is outside and with the coming of winter it is unlikely that the gift shop
and demonstrators will be out much longer.
The Story about the peace pipe
Long ago, all the tribes were living in separate places, each with their own
food staples and way of living, but as time passed people from different tribes
wanted what the other had, such as the Ojibwe wanted Buffalo, and the
plains natives wanted wild rice. So they began to fight amongst each other
and the earth ran red with the blood of the people.
Creator looked down on this and went down to sort this out. So he gathered together all the nations and Broke off a piece of this coagulated blood
and shaped it into a pipe. Then he asked the nations to smoke it and to promise that they will not fight anymore. No one wanted to smoke the pipe because “what if i smoke the pipe and he doesn’t then he can come and burn
my camps.
Finally a little kid jumped up and ran off with the pipe and that broke the
PEOPLE: Kelsey Buchholz, Mayor Beaner, Principal Long, Tim Hughes, Ron Luke
THINGS: Main Street, Dragon Statue, River Ridge, Jesse James Days, Split Rock

Winnewissa Falls at Pipestone National Park—photo provided by Camas Johnston

ice. All the nation smoked the pipe and that is why pipestone is considered a
place of peace. This story was a re-written by Rona Johnston.
There are many small quarry sites belonging to different people these are
riddled all around the park, but it is a rule that you don’t go searching for
them as they are special to the people quarrying. The quarries are used on a
yearly basis people get a yearly permit to quarry and have to renew it at the
beginning of the next year, or the next person on the waiting list gets the
quarry.

PLACES: O So Good, Dollar General, Devils Gulch, Nordstrom Automotive, Stop and Shop
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Student Opinion Poll
Favorite Thanksgiving foods &
desserts:
Potatoes and
Pumpkin Pie took
the top slots

Continued from
page 3

Girls wrestling
On Thursday, November 5th the Garretson school received an email involving a meeting for wrestling but in the end, it had a new addition that in past
years it didn’t include. This year, Garretson offers wrestling to girls.
Girls have wrestled in State in the past and Garretson has also had girls on
their wrestling team before but before it was all a part of a boys program.
Garretson decided to have girls wrestling due to the growing popularity nationwide and because of this, the SDHSAA voted to add girls wrestling
statewide making it the first time girls will wrestle girls at the state level.
“It was just a natural way of inviting this sport to our state. With the popularity nationwide of girls wrestling, South Dakota did the right thing and has
added it as a sport for schools to add to their school and our coaches were
overly excited.”
The plan is to treat this new addition just like the Cross Country Program or
Gold Program, girls do boys will practice together.
Another addition is that during the season girls will have the option to just
wrestle other girls but they call wrestle boys if they choose to during the regular season. But in state tournaments, girls will only be allowed to wrestle
against girls, if they get chosen to make it to the state tournament and that
will go based on a seating process.
“It was a no brainer because of the popularity that girls wrestling has
gained throughout the United States. We are very excited about it and we are
excited about adding it to our athletic programs and we are excited to see
how it will work this year and hopefully grow in the years to come.” Mr.
Steckler shares his excitement about the new addition and thinks South Dakota made the right decision.
Impact on Wrestling Cheerleading
Along with the athletes’ season being impacted, the wrestling cheer team
has had to also make a few adjustments. A few major changes are the cheerleaders will not be permitted to attend big tournament matches.
Liz Etrheim, the cheerleading coach, shares her thoughts on the subject,
“The girls have been working hard and are sad that we are unable to attend
any big tournaments or even state if we make it as a team or individual.”
Another change is that they will be unable to have their k-5th cheer clinics.
Ms. Etrheim knows elementary girls and some boys were looking forward to it
this year and so were some of the parents but she is hopeful that they may be
able to do it next year.

Word Search

Created by Camas Johnston

November is indigenous people’s month. In celebration
there is a word search of Native American tribe names and
words we derived from their languages

Despite the uptake in cases, there has been many precautions and recommendations set in place to help keep athletes and fans safe and allow for
wrestling to have a season. Garretson’s first match will be on December 5 at
the Flandreau Tournament in Flandreau at 10:00 am.
Preston Bohl –
Preston Bohl, a Sophomore, shares
his thoughts about COVID and its impact
on wrestling and if enough is being done
to keep the athletes and fans safe.
“I think the state is doing all they can
to try and stop the spread. I know other
states have already cancelled wrestling
which is a bummer but whatever it
takes I guess. Wrestling is one of the
toughest sports to stop the spread because you are bringing in multiple teams
instead of just one other team in basketball or volleyball. But the precautions
they have told us about seem reasonable and will have to work.”
Photo provided by Trackwrestling.com
Gabe Johnson –
Gabe Johnson, a Junior, shares his
excitement for the upcoming season
and if the Activity Association is doing
enough to keep the athletes and fans
safe.
“I am very excited for the upcoming
season and and I can’t say much about
the precautions being taken because I
have yet to practice, and I feel like they
are taking many precautions to ensure
we are safe but can also carry out with
the sport.”
Picture taken by Gabe Johnson.

TRIBES

NAMES

Pawnee
Choctaw
Shawnee
Siksika (known as Blackfoot)
Tsalagi (known as Cherokee
Inishinabe (known as the Ojibwe)
Navajo
Apache
Crow

Kansa (Kansas)
Kentake (Kentucky)
Massachuset (Massachusetts)
Misigami (Michigan)
Oklahomma (Oklahoma)
Tanasi (Tennessee)
Wishkonsing (Wisconsin)
Ute (Utah)
pasiminan (persimmon)
batata (potato)

Blue Ink Birthday Shout Outs
Happy birthday to the following Blue Dragons!
Nov. 7: Cody Erickson (Senior) - Favorite Gift: “Eating food. Because I like to eat.”
Nov. 8: Brenna Reker (6th Grade) - Favorite Gift: “Money, so I can buy what I
want.”

Nov. 9: Samantha Bruns (staff) - Favorite Gift: “Pictures of my family because I
can see them every day at work!”

Nov. 9: Nic McGlothlen (SRO) - Favorite Gift: A ski trip to Keystone, Colorado. I
enjoy spending time outdoors!”

Nov. 19: Malick Wyle (7th Grade) - Favorite Gift: “An RC car because it was fun”

